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Benvenuto “welcome” to Baci Tours – the only tour that will
guarantee your complete sensual invigoration and indeed
rejuvenation! At the end of this unique experience you will be
ready to return to your normal lives with renewed vitality and
great memories.
The “exceptional” holiday experience, the one with the “X”
factor is both elusive and hard to manufacture. Often we have
to settle for a predictable outcome and ﬁnd ourselves choosing
between the ‘health retreat’ option, the ‘beach holiday’ or the
‘party experience’.
On their own, these holidays are fabulous, but rarely do we
experience in one package, the elements critical to a memorable
holiday. Let’s be clear about what we are really looking for
– pampering and being able to look fabulous, the ability to shop
if we like, the opportunity to have a rich cultural experience, the
chance to eat well but moderately and of course, maybe even the
opportunity to meet someone along the way!
Baci (Italian for ‘love’) tours bring you the best in Mediterranean
cuisine and all its health beneﬁts, constant European sun,
breathtaking panoramas, quintessentially Italian shopping
experiences, and even some exercise thrown in, to maintain your
stamina. Oh, and let’s not forget the pampering we’ll all need
afterwards, all the best clubs and bars and ﬁnally, conversation
with very appealing male company!
For this inaugural tour we have chosen Rimini, one of Italy’s
largest cities. Rimini, which lies on the Adriatic Riviera, is often
referred to as the capital of hospitality and provided a wonderful
and vibrant backdrop to many of the infamous Frederico Fellini
ﬁlms.
To get us into the swing of the Italian lifestyle, we start our tour
in bella Roma. We visit fashion outlets and eat at the fabulous
ristorante l”angoletto tucked away in piazza rondanini. Lots of
lovely surprises await you on this Baci Tour– meetings with the
handsome locals, excursions to san marino (a tax free republic),
shopping at valleverde for quality shoes and bags and pampering
at the riminiterme/thermal spa, to name a few.
We invite you to join us for a fabulous and indimenticable gita.
(unforgettable trip)!
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Day 1 rome
On arrival in rome, you are transferred to your hotel, where you
have a free afternoon to do as you wish. Use this time to unwind
and relax. In the evening we then navigate Rome’s enchanting
cobbled lane ways to dine, Italian-style, in a restaurant known
only to the locals.
Day 2 rome
After enjoying your hotel buﬀet breakfast, we take a passeggiata
or stroll through the fashion quarter, which includes the famous
shopping boulevards of via veneto and via corso. Then, perhaps
a visit to the spanish steps or fontana de trevi. In the afternoon,
oﬀ to the hairdressing salon for a pampering experience and to
prepare us for the evening.
Day 3 rome-rimini
After breakfast, oﬀ to Rimini, which is situated in the region of
emilio romagna. Here, the beautiful seafront continues unbroken
for almost 15km (9 miles) and is lined with clubs, restaurants and
bars. Our hotel is also situated on this beach. Tonight we join the
company of locals for dinner, followed by dancing at one of the
many fabulous clubs.
Day 4 rimini
A day of leisure where you will enjoy browsing the many
boutique shops or basking in the sun. At around four, we go
to the thermal spas to re-energize our body and soul. Then, an
aperitif at sunset followed by dinner in the hotel.
Day 5 rimini
This morning we join a local chef in his home to enjoy a regional
cuisine demonstration; the highlight being to sit and feast on the
morning’s preparations. Later, the night life of rimini awaits!
Day 6 rimini
after a restorative breakfast, we embark on a cultural adventure of
ravenna. The local guide assists us to navigate the medley of old
streets, ﬁne shops and peaceful piazzas. Lunch is eaten at a local
trattoria renowned for its regional cuisine. Your night is free and
dinner will be served at the hotel.
Day 7 rimini
A free day where you can choose to shop locally or to explore the
charm of rimini. Dinner is at the hotel.
Day 8 rimini-bologna-rimini
We rise early to explore the rich cultural heritage which is
bologna, known for its handsome buildings and charming
porticoed streets. At lunch you choose a traditional spaghetti al
ragu (traditional dish from bologna) or a refreshing panzanella
salad. We take the opportunity to shop at the factory outlet for
one of italy’s ﬁnest shoe designer - bruno magli.
Day 9 rimini
Spend the day relaxing and enjoying the things that nurture and
restore us - whether it be catching up with the local Italians,
basking in the sun or shopping. Enjoy. After dinner in the hotel,
we once again explore the colourful rimini nightlife.
Day 10 ciao rimini. Thanks for the unforgettable experience!
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